
CLAP An Object-Oriented Programming System 
for 

Distributed Memory Parallel Machines 

Abstract." The Agha and Hewitt Actor model [1, 3, 4] is a natural extension of the object paradigm as we know it to the 
field of parallel programming. The model respects the primary principles of object-oriented programming, i.e. 
abstraction of  data and encapsulation, making object-oriented programming a good tool for the programming of par- 
allel computers. We describes one Actor model implementation on a distributed memory parallel machine." the Cr,AP 
actor language. We explain why the Actor model can express, on distributed memory parallel machines, the natural 
parallelism of applications and offer other properties useful for programming this type of machine. We then discuss the 
implementation, currently in its final phase, of the Actor model on a distributed memoo' parallel machine. 
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1. Introduct ion  

Object languages are built around the notions of abstract data type (ADT) and data encapsulation, the later being a 
kind of side-effect of the implementation of the ADT notion. ADT is implemented either statically in the form of mod- 
ules or dynamically with classes, both via the defnition of interface protocols. These characteristics of object lan- 
guages have an effect on the way problem solving is modelled and processing is accomplished. In fact it favors a pro- 
gramming style in which a problem is decomposed into several independent tasks that could resulted at processing 
time into discontinued (loosely couple) sequences of control and data dependencies. 

Abstraction and encapsulation aim to ease the development and modification of programs by enforcing the locality 
of operations. If the design of an application have been done correctly, chances are that objects in the program will 
correspond to definite structures in the application. In this case, data dependencies between objects should be weaker 
than intra-object data dependencies. From a parallel programming viewpoint, objects can represented implicitly the 
parallelism available in an application and become naturally a unit of execution in a parallel programming environ- 
ment. When interface protocols are strictly enforced, control and data exchange between objects is done through mes- 
sage passing only, which is similar to the message passing paradigm for distributed memory computer systems. Also, 
strictly enforced interface protocols provide for free, synchronization mechanisms for objects running on different 
processors and can granted exclusive access to code section similar to monitors in parallel programming. 

From a software engineering viewpoint, one of the promising factors stemming from the emergence of object lan- 
guages was the notion of "code reutilization". Quickly, software designers foresaw the emergence of libraries gather- 
ing general objects from which new software will be developed by specifying those general objects. From this concern 
with code reutilization through object specialization stems the notion of object levels, more specifically the notion 
of inheritance. 

As we know, classes and inheritance introduce two new categories of relationships between the objects in a system: 
the relationship "is a", which indicates that an object is one instance of a class; and the relationship "kind of ' ,  which 
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indicates that an object's class is a subclass of another object's class. Certain languages provide primitives enabling 
these new relationships between objects to be expressed directly. Sma 1 Z t a Z k is one example of this. These languages 
are referred to as class-based languages. Unfortunately, for most of these languages, communication between an object 
and its class, or between one class and its subclass, is not accomplished via the interface protocol. Most important, 
the implementation of inheritance conflicts directly with the way ADT and data encapsulation is implemented for 
object languages, by the very definition of an interface protocol. As a consequence, generally, the principle of encapsu- 
lation is weakened. 

From a parallel programming viewpoint, the weakening of the notion of data encapsulation lessens the interest that 
one might have in the object paradigm. When information exchange in the inheritance chain or between an object and 
its class does not respect the interface protocols, it directly increases the data dependencies between objects, weaken- 
ing the usefulness of designating the objects as the unit of computation in a parallel application. The uniform model 
of communication between tasks, the task synchronization mechanisms and the mutual exclusion of processes are also 
weakened all the more. 

2. The Actor Computation Model 

The Actor model was perfected at MIT by Carl Hewit [3] and his team. Within the Actor model, the analogous role 
played by the objects of object languages is identified by the term "actor". An actor is defined by its script, i.e. what 
corresponds to the definition of an object module within object languages. Essentially, an actor is an independent com- 
putation agent which carries out its actions in response to a message it has received. Actors interact on a purely local 
basis by sending messages to each other [4]. An actor may thus be modelled as follows: 

O a behavior, which corresponds to the actions undertaken by the actor to process the current message; 
O an address, at which a mailbox containing messages received by the actor is located. 

The term "actor" itself emphasizes another aspect of programming within the Actor model, i.e. programming via con- 
current processes. The object paradigm was designed for a monoprocessor environment, in which objects are sched- 
uled each in their turn. At the opposite, an "actor" designates not only the user program code but also the execution 
environment of this code. In this sense, an actor is active, contrary to an object which does not possess its own run 
time environment. 

The notion of class does not exist within the Actor model. The creation of a new object (actor) is done via cloning and 
not by instantiation of a type as in class-based languages. The object from which the clone copy is taken is called the 
prototype. The new object can, in turn, become a prototype for another object. By the omission or addition of proper- 
ties, the new copy may not be identical to its prototype. In this way it is possible to model a problem incrementally 
in an Actor language without having to use a class hierarchy. 

2.1. Delegation 

The notion of inheritance is also absent from the original Actor model. The only way in which two objects may 
exchange information is by passing through the interface protocol. This property of Actor model guarantees that the 
principle of encapsulation will be respected. From a parallel programming viewpoint, this property makes the object 
paradigm entirely worthy of consideration once again, since the Actor languages have properties which force program 
execution to be isomorphic to the semantics of their script. 

Hewit's [3] original Actor programming model did not provide for a code-sharing mechanism. It was Lieberman [6] 
who, in 1986, first suggested a mechanism for the reutilization of codes within the Actor model which does not violate 
the principle of encapsulation, i.e. the delegation mechanism. Delegation is a protocol for sending messages between 
actors that could have the same effect as inheritance in class-based languages. The communication protocol of the 
delegation schema is uniform: delegation is accomplished via message passing and through the interface protocol. 

3. The CLAP Programming Environment 
Based on the principles given above, we have created un object-oriented programming environment for a distributed 
memory computer architecture that implemented the following concepts of the actor model: the notion of actor, behav- 
iors, the mailbox, parallelism at the actor level and we added intra-actor parallelism to the original Actor model. This 
environment have being implemented in C++. We chose C++ as platform rather than S m a l l t a l k  or ABCL/1 
because it is a compiled language and therefore is a priori more efficient than S m a l l  t a l k  or ABCr,/1; secondly, 
C++ cross-compilers generating code for the target platform (a 64 processors transputer-based computer) are widely 
available, and finally because we were able to obtain the ACT++ system class library, a system developed by D. Kafura 
[5] of Virginia Tech. University, whose objectives were similar to ours. 
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3.1. Overview of the CLkP system 

An application running under the CLAP system is made of at least one program. Generally however, this application 
will be made of many programs, each compiled separately and distributed over the processors of a parallel computer 
by a load balancing algorithm. When linked with the CLAP library, each of these programs is actually a task under 
the control of the CLAP run time environment. In CLAP, each actor is member of a given task. The CLAP run time 
environment is there to give services to the actor members of the task. In the actual version of CLAP, those services 
implement a form of uniform address space in the distributed memory system. We used for that XDR filters and types 
information for inter-processor messages encoding and decoding, and a scheduler that controls processes execution 
inside the task. In each task there is also a message server that controls the message reception for actors in the task. 

It is up to the programmer to decide how many actors there will be for a given task. Generally, if this number is large 
it could means the lost of potential parallelism in the application. On the other side, if the computation is communica- 
tion intensive between some actors (sometime resulting from a bad design), inter-processor communications may 
cause an overhead larger then the gain obtained from the parallel execution. In this case, actor concurrence by time 
sharing of a processor in the same task might be a wiser option. 

3.2. The B e h a v i o r  Class 

The B e h a v i o r  class determines the actions that an actor may take while processing a message. In the Actor model, 
an actor is an object with several interface protocols; this means that an actor may behave in several different ways. 

The principal method of the B e h a v i o r  class is become,  whose role is to change the actor's interface protocol after 
or while a message is processed. The notion of changing the interface protocol during the existence of a particular actor 
within the Actor model plays two principal roles: 

0 it enables the actors to have a distinct behavior and gives them access to the computation history; 
0 it enables an actor to process several messages at once, thus adding another level of concurrence to that of the 

concurrent execution of several actors within the system. 

The b e c o m e  may not be localized at the end of an actor's script, and thus can enable a level of intra-actor parallelism 
to exist. The b e c o m e  as well as the processing of the tiext message can be initiated, even if the processing of the current 
message is not finished. In this way, we can have several copies of the same actor executing concurrently. The role 
of the b e c o m e  position in the script is then similar to a semaphore, guaranteeing one process exclusive access to 
shared actor variables in the section of the script preceding the become.  It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure 
that the become is placed in the correct location in order for the variables shared by possible concurrent processes 
to be updated while respecting the semantics of the program. 

4. D e t a i l s  o f  the  C u r r e n t  CLAP I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The ACT++ classes which implement the Actor model abstractions were written presupposing a shared-memory 
machine. For this type of architecture, the address of an object is determined by the compiler and the operating system 
which associate with each variable's name the virtual or real address of that variable. Thus, all the ACT++ classes 
implementing the message passing between objects were based on this use of pointers. In the context of a distributed 
memory architecture system, reference between objects on different processors based only on pointers is not possible. 
Generally, operating systems for distributed memory architecture support direct references between the name of an 
object and its memory localization only for the processor's local memory. This situation is related to the fact that most 
operating systems for this kind of machine have still to implement the concept of uniform address space for local 
memories. For systems that need this uniform address space, it is possible to create tables that keep records of the corre- 
spondence between the name of objects and their processor localization. The implementation could be through only 
one global table or many local tables or a mix of both strategies. If only one global table is used, the implementation 
will be easy but accessing this table will create a bottleneck. The use of many correspondence tables distributed in 
the system will solve the bottleneck problem but coherence problems will render this strategy difficult to implement. 
In the CLAP system, we have chosen the global table strategy and reduce the impact of the bottleneck access on perfor- 
mances by creating cache memories on each task in the system. Cache memories prevent global table access for objects 
that are locals and also prevent repetitive access for the same object (since the first access causes the copy of the corre- 
spondence in the local cache memory and there is no object migration in the actual version of CLAP). 

It is a global data base in the CLAP system that records correspondence between actors and their processor localization. 
This global data base is on one processor and its localization is known to every task in the system. This global data 
base knows all the actors existing in the system at any given momcnt. It is updated by a data base server as soon as 
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an actor is either created or destroyed. The function of  this server is also to respond to data base consultation requests 
and send back to the creator of  an actor a number identifying uniquely the newly created actor. Each entry in this data 
base corresponds to an actor name, but may also contain the actor 's  number 2 . Local cache memories  consists of  a 
network of  "local actor data bases", for tasks created by an application. These local data bases are updated as soon 
as an actor is created locally or when the global data base is consulted. 

Once the address of  an actor is known, in a distributed memory system, one still has to send the message. For  every 
argument of  a method, the programmer has to know the type of  the argument and its size in order to code this informa- 
tion in his application. In CLAP, we have chosen to ease this work and to leave the user the possibil i ty of  executing 
an application on different types of  processors. In order to realize this objective, every message in CLAP is encoded 
and decoded using the XDR protocol. However, for this encoding to be possible, an object  sending a message must 
know the type of  every argument of  the object method to which the message is sent. Once again, this problem is solved 
in CLAP by creating tables for each task involved in the execution of  an application. Contrary to the actors which are 
created dynamically,  the types of  the method parameters are known at compile time. This makes possible an approach 
based on the code source analysis in order to build tables for message passing. 

Using l e x ,  y a c c  and the C++ grammar, we have developed a preprocessor that extends the syntax and grammar of  
C++ to the CLAP language. This preprocessor scans the user 's  source code and generates C code that is used to build 
appropriate "local message data bases". Each entry in the message data base contains all the information needed to 
encode a message to an actor that resides on another processor. 

4.1. The M e s s a g e  Class 

The M e s s a g e  class coordinates the sending of  messages between actors. In cases where both actors are located in 
the same processor, the situation is the same as if we were dealing with a shared-memory environment and thus we 
have implemented s e n d  methods that uses pointers. 

Suppose two actors A and B, based on different processors, wish to communicate.  The initiator of  the communicat ion 
(for instance, A) will create a structure frame. To fill this structure with the message, the constructor of  the class M e s -  
s a g e  consults the local message data base in order to get the type of  each field of  the message to be built and the 
address of  the XDR filters. To find the address of  the actor B, a request is made to the local actor data base server. If  
an actor with the name B is not found locally, a request to the global actor data base is done which is fol lowed by an 
updates of  the local data base with the reply obtained. Finally, a call to network primitives is done for the sending of  
the message. 

At  the other end, Actor  B does not receive the message directly from A. It is the message server of  the task T which 
contains B that receives all messages from other processors. Once the message server of  task T receives a message, 
it extracts from it the name of  the actor to which the message is intended. With this name, the message server sends 
a request to the local actor data base which returns the initial behavior of actor B. Then the local message data base 
is searched in order to find the address of  the XDR filters for the decoding of  the message received for actor B. Once 
the decoding is done, the message server puts in the mailbox of  the actor B the received message. 

In the Actor  model, communication between actors is asynchronous. This means that an Actor  A which sends a mes- 
sage to an Actor  B may continue to do its own processing between the time after it sends the message to B and the 
t ime it receives the reply. Replies must be processed differently than the simple receiving of  a message from another 
actor. They cannot be placed in the actor 's  mailbox for obvious deadlock reasons. The original Actor  model  had 
adopted the insensitive actor approach [1] to process these messages. A second approach, Coromel ' s  waiting by neces- 
sity approach [2], consists of  creating a special mailbox for each actor - a C b o x  - to receive this type of  message. Actors 
check their C b o x e s  periodically to see whether a message has been received. This is the approach used by ACT++ 
and also in Concurrent Smal I talk [7]. In ACT+ +, the Cbox class is passed through as an argument in the message 
sent to an actor. In a distributed environment, the sending of  a class as part of  a message is much harder to implement.  
Furthermore, the message server on each CLAP task enables us to implement the C b o x e  s '  operational capacity with- 
out having to use a C b o x  class, as is the case with ACT++. The CLAP implementation therefore consisted of  creating 
a method in the class M e s s a g e  which unscheduled an actor when it has to await a reply. When the reply arrives, the 
actor is "woken up" by the message server. I f  the reply arrives before the actor is ready to process it, the reply is placed 
in a field reserved for the reply to the message in the data structure created when the original message was sent. This 
field is itself a complex data structure able to receive several replies via message passing. The actor uses the 
r e c e i v e d  method in the class M e s s a g e  to consult the mess~age structure when it is ready to process a possible reply 

2. The number of an actor is not contained in the data base; it is calculated each time the server accesses the data base. 
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to the original message. When the decoding is done, the message server puts in the mailbox of actor B the received 
message. 

5. Conclusion 

There are three well-known approaches to the development of programming languages for parallel machines: 

automatic parallelization of the sequential code based on the analysis of data dependencies (PTRAN, P a r a -  
p h r a s e  II and PTOOL); 
the addition of primitives to languages that are basically sequential (ABCL/i, Ada, ParallelC and 
ConcurrentProlog); 
the design of new languages for parallel architectures (SISAL, VAL, L i n d a  and Occam). 

The CLAP system belongs to the third category. In this system we have attempted to merge the characteristics of object- 
oriented programming and the resolution of parallel programming problems. Therefore, in a preliminary version of 
the system, a first stage involved implementing most of the Actor model concepts. This relation to the Actor model 
enabled us to develop an object-oriented programming system which preserved the interesting characteristics of the 
object paradigm in a physical parallel machine environment. We used C++ to create the Actor model abstractions. 

A second phase of the research involves implementing code reutilization by delegation and the creation of actors via 
cloning. As soon as the CLAP system operates very well on the current T800 network, the software tools we are using 
will enable us to bring CLAP into a heterogeneous (sequential and parallel) computer network. Looking further ahead, 
our laboratory will examine the integration of the two paradigms, i.e. object-oriented programming and parallel pro- 
gramming, more closely. To accomplish this, we will study reflexive programming and the performance of parallel 
programming via complex interaction between concurrent processes. The results of these studies will be incorporated 
into CLAP and this system will serve as a testing platform for new programming concepts. 
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